
tales of Jewish folklore; rather, they are stories which expres: i "He thought of the old girl now. He'd go home now and drape her 
outlook on life through the eyes of people who happen to be Jewi~,1 ► from head to foot in flowing white. They would jounce together 
This makes them delightful on two counts: Firs~, the~ est~b~ish up the stairs, then, strictly a one-marriage man, he would swing 
a universality of theme which provides for emotional 7dentificatio,{ her across the threshold, holding her where the fat overflowed 
and response; second, for those of us who are not Jewish, as well her corset as they waltzerl around his writing chamber." (Mala-
as for those who are, they express in a graphic way th7 though~s • mud, p. 72.) Mitka does not become cynical about the world; 
and emotions of the Jewish point of view •. As Earl Rovit ?uts it: I rather he pities the Olgas.and Madeleines in it. His acceptance 
"Malamud is .an expert at invoking the saving grace of Je':'ish ~umot;- of reality is probably what prompts Sam Bluefarb to state: ''Mal
the indefinable· quality of humanity which doggedly persi st s rn amud's characters are not so much objects of their own laughter 
twisting a smile even under the grip of total adversity; th e egoJ ··as of ours--and of our commiseration too." (Sam Bluefarb, "The 
tistical triumph of a mock humility which testifies unwa~eringly Scope of Caricature in Bernad Malamud," E J, 1964, LIII. P. 322.) 
to the essential dignity of being human in an inhuman universe." I --
(Rovit, p. 6.) However, besides using the rather twisted humor of irony and 

The most successful tec~niques used ~n c7eating a si~uati?n I caricature, Malamud also employs a fantastic humor in some of his 
in which man can laugh at himself, even if his greatest illusions.,.. stories, such as "The Jewbird" and "Angel Levine," which shows the 
in life are proven false, are that of irony and caricature. Mala.i absurdity of man's rejection of another man. By creating fantas
mud does not use caricature in a burlesque or slaps tick way, how~. tic characters, Malamud can express his judgments of the non-
ever. He uses it to provoke a smile that has sadness in it, or morality of men and still remain an artist rather than a preacher. 
a laugh that is a little rueful. Although Malamud'scaricatures For instance, in "The Jewbird" which is about a talking bird 
are humorous, they are not basically funny. They are used in named Schwartz, Malamud is able to make incisive remarks on man's 
close connection with his idea of hope for a better world. The < • inhumanity to man (in this case, as Schwartz says Anti-semeetes) 
caricatures are used to prevent an ironic view of life from becom-1 by letting the bird, rather than the human characters in the story 
ing a cynical view, even when the life one has dreamed of is being-;' make the judgments. The same is true of the story "Angel Levine," 
destroyed. This is true in .the story "The Girl of my Dreams." ,._ in which Manischevitz, who is caricatured as modern Job, at first 
Mitka, who is_Malamud's caricature.of the Poor Young Writer, ~as I rejects, then in desperation accepts the aid of Angel Levine, a 
just burned his heartbroken novel in the trash, much to the dis- huge Negro angel who lives in Harlem, and has recently become a 
tess of his landlady, who realizes that with the sacrifice of the I dis incarnated Jew. It is Manischevitz' fantastic conversion to 
novel also comes a rejection of her own advances toward the young faith in a Harlem honky-tonk which leads to his redemption and to 
writer. Mi tka becomes a hermit, only venturing out after mid- the solution of his problems. 
night for crackers, and tea and an occasional can of fruit. One ~• 
day after all his landlady's efforts to entice him out of the Through Malamud's use of humor, be it funny or wry, and through 
room have failed, Mitka reads the ino~ing paper, turning_ listless-.t his cha:acter d7velopment, ~e is able to ?iv 7 an insight into th 7 ly to the "open globe" column, to which he used to contribute, . . hope which remains for mankind. Whether it is the hope of becoming 
but which he now scorns being a True Artist. However, he is so •·1• a better person the hope of attaining the happiness one has a-
moved by the story of Madeleine Thorne that he writes her a waited for so l~ng, or the hope that· comes from an acceptance of 
letter of consolation. The story is that Madeleine's well-inten- j reality, it is expressed in a truly artistic rather than minister-
tioned landlady has cleaned her room and mistakenly burned the ial way. By creating situations and characters 1rom whom we can 
novel she has worked on for two years. Mitka immediately begins ' .feel both sympathy and empathy, Malamud expresses the bittersweet 
to conjure beautiful pictures of Madeleine, enhanced by the fem- attitude which should be the outlook of each of us: that a1though 
inity of her handwriting when she replies to his letter of con- life may sometimes be cruel, we must always maintain our integrity 
dolence. After the exchange of several letters Mitka insists on r)•as persons and our identity as individuals without becoming immer
a meeting with beautiful Madeleine. With great reluctan.ce she I sed in the emptiness of a bitter life. 
agrees to meet him in the public library. Mitka arrives at the • 
library, having been delayed by the entreaties of his landlady, d 
only to find that the beautiful, yo1:1ng Madeleine is a midd~e-aged~• 
dumpy woman named Olga. However, Mi tka does not leave unti 1 afte 
he and Olga have talked for a while. Although he knows they will t, 
never meet again and that his dreams have been destroyed, there \ 
is still an ironic note of hope as Mitka gains the encouragement"'/ 
to write again. There is a note of the acceptance of fate as 
Mitka, who is no longer the Poor Young Writer, but rather a young 
man aware of reality, decides what to do about his landlady; 
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"TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN; KEEP THIS N R-BOY RUNNING" 

by Ruth Danielson, Concordia College 

After the prologue to Invisible Man, in the first paragraph of 
chapter 1, appears this statement by the narrator: "I was looking 
for myself and asking everyone except myself questions which I, 
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and only I, could answer." (19) ~llustrates the ambiguity of the Negro world. The boys are 
,,. '.threatened if they cio watch the girl, and they are threatened if 

Ralph Ellison's ·Invisible Man is a novel of ambiguity, of run- ~hey don't •. They try to hi~e thems:lves or try to run away. The 
ning, of searching, and of not-seeing. The non-hero is invisibl ·pmage of the sensual dance 1s superimposed on the image of the 
because he has no identity; he does not know who he is. As he e.leering, grasping, drunken white men who watch the naked dancer 
from situation to situation, forced on by authority, he finds t~

1
1l'and taunt the boys• The dancer sees the horror of it and looks 

each new identity leads him back to confront once again the in- :\ at the white men with disgust. 
scription "To Whom It May Concern, Keep This N -Boy Running."' . . . 
(35) , , The experience of the battle royal itself 1s an experience 

lin ambiguity. The boys are blindfolded and are forced to fight 

The prologue of Invisible Man is unique. It isn't a prologue,each_other. Th7Y lose all sen7e o~ direction and all sense of 
at all. It is a part of the epilogue. The non-hero (so-called ~ork1ng as a_un1!• They are fighting ea~h oth 7r for no rea 7on 
because of his lack of identity) has experienced a number of ideif, instead of ~1g~h1:g.the ~ower and a1;1tho:1ty which have deprived 
tities and has discovered his invisibility. It is in this philo- them of their 1nd1v1dual1ty and their sight. 

After this brutal and humiliating ordeal the boy gives his 
speech. Blinded by his own blood and his still-intact illusions, 
he stumbles on. Although it is debatable how many of the men 

sophical-spiritual state of invisibility in which we first see "y 
him. He is in a cellar which has been shut off from the rest of 
the building since the nineteenth century. Because his faith in~ 
his reality has been shaken, he surrounds himself with 1,369 he · actually hear his speech, he manages to please them. As a reward 

for knowing his place, the prin~ipal gives him a calfskin brief
\case. In it is ~ scholarship to a Sou!hern Negro colle?e. Later 

light bulbs to illuminate his reality, to assure himself that 
really does exist. 

In the major portion of the novel the narrator relates the ),he dreams that _hi7 &:andfather tells h:m to open the briefcase 
experiences which have forced him into his cellar. These exper- ai:id read what is inside. Ins~ead of his coveted scholarship he 
iences are steps in the process of stripping the non-hero of alF finds a:1 en?raved documen~ which says, "To Whom It May Concern, 
his illusions. Only then can he finally realize that he is his I Keep This N -Boy Runm.ng •" (35) 
experiences and his experiences are what define him. ; -· . : . I Our non-hero gratefully accepts his scholarsip and goes to 

When th 7 non-hero. is a very young boy~ he receives s?me . coHege with a head full of dreams and aspirations. Through his 
strange a?,v1ce from his grandfath~r. A7 his. grandfather_ is dying, scholarship he feels that he has. gained an identity. He identi
h: says! I want you to overcome em with yeses, undermine 'em r fies with his college and finds his ideal in Dr. Bledsoe. 
with grins, agree 'em to death and destruction let 'em swoller 
you till they vomit or bust wide open." (19-20)' Basically the : . However, th: boy is blindfold~dby Dr. Bledsoe just as he was 
Negro community knows that this is the way to maintain themselveslblindfolded durmg the battle royal. Dr. Bledsoe allows people 
within the white hierarchy, but to actually articulate the idea •·j>to see only what h7 wants them to see. He knows all of the ins 
~as_tab?o. The boy is haunted by this advice. He puzzles over , and ?uts of the wh1te~orld. He knows whose hand to shake, whose 
1 t 1n lus ce. llar. He decides that his. grandfather had mean. t say-I to kiss, and whose to ignore completely. Dr. Bledsoe may not 
ing "yes" to a principle rather than to men. All men have this. have self-respect, but he does have power and is intent upon 
principle within them. Since the narrator realizes this, he see! keeping it. 
his resp?nsibility fo7 a~firming_ ra!h 7r th~n negating it. The , During his junior year at college, the narrator is given the 
adversaries of the principle of 1nd1v1dual1sm would eventually )task of driving for one of the trustees of the college--a Mr. 
destroy themselves. .,

1
,Nortoi:i--during a week of special ceremonies to commemorate the 

As a boy the narrator is a model Negro student. At his high , f?unding of 7he coHege. Unfortunately, through no intention of 
school_gr~duation he gives a properly humble speech which pleases 1h1s. ?wn, he is force~to driv 7 Mr. Norton out of the "whitewashed" 
the principal very much. He asks the narrator to repeat the I section of town and into forbidden areas. After a trying en-
speech at a smoker which will be attended by all of the town's ),counter with a Negro sharecropper named Jim Trueblood, Mr. 
leading citizens. First, however, he is forced to fight in a lNorton finds himself in urgent need of a stimulant. Consequently 
battle roya~ with several other Negro boys. Because of his idea1 1the_narrator and Mr. Norton find themselves in a prostitute-in
and accomplishments he had never associated with these boys in ~ h~b1ted roadhouse named the Golden Day. When they arrive, they 
the past. He feels superior to them, and they are aware of it. !find thes~ell~hocked veterans from a nearby institution visiting 

As a preliminary to the battle royal the boys must watch a 
sensuous blond nude who is dancing at the smoker. This scene 
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the establishment. Ironically, the boy is blind and Mr. Norton 

I is blind, but a s_hell-shocked "doctor" has 20-20 vision. He makes 
two very perceptive comments. One to Mr. Norton, speaking of 
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the narrator: "He's invisible, a walking personification of the _;J Next he is passed on to Lucius Brockway whose workshop is the 

Negative, the most perfect achievement ·of your dreams, sir! The '1cellar of Liberty Paints. He is the symbol of the black base upon 

mechanical man!" (86) To both Mr. Norton and the boy: "Poor which our nation's industry is built. He is hidden in a cellar and 

stumblers, neither of you can see the other." (87) lfet he is the one who makes the base for all of the paint produced 

N 11 D Bl d , 1 h b h f h" <,py Liberty Paints. He knows every inch of his cellar and, like 
atura Y r. e soe cant to erate sue_ a re~c O w ite- Dr. Bledsoe, he guards it jealously. Fearing that the narrator is 

~ash. Mr. Norton had been allowed to see things which he, was not a union "fink, 11 he provokes him into a fight., During the scuffle, 

~u~posed to see. The boy b7come7 a threat to Dr. Bledsoe s au th - they forget about checking the pressure gauges on the vats and 

ori ty.. Dr. Bledsoe calls. him "N ' and. says "I' 11 _ hav 7 e:'ery ~., '!!here is an explosion. 
Negro in the country hanging by treelimbs in the ·morning if it 

means staying where I am." (128) He doesn't hang our ·non-hero , The narrator is then taken to the factory hospital. Here, in a 

from a tree}imb, but_he
11
neatly d~spose7 of ~im. He gives him !eni'science-fiction setting, he achieves a rebirth. When doctors ask 

letters of introducti?n to put into his briefcase and sends him J hiin who he is, he finally realizes that he has no name. He has 

to New '.or~. The boy is forcedt~ leave th e college th at has edu- no identity and must search for himself. As he is being released 

cated him in the myths of the blind Rev. Barbee. -'-Irom the shock-giving apparatus, the doctor cuts an electric cord 

The narrator is still blind when he leaves college, but one to his stomach node, and heis born again. 

of his illusions has been shattered. He knows now that there is I• 
no such thing as racial unity upon whii:::h he can rely. His idol, . After leaving the hospital, our non-hero faints on the side-

Dr. Bledsoe, who symbolizes· intellect, wealth, power, and every- walk and is taken over by a good-hearted woman named Mary. She 

thing else our non"'hero desires~ has called him "N " He has 1 j.s a firm believer in "the race" and becomes a force pressing a 

said, "You don't e.xist--can't you see that?" . .(128) • new identity upon him. She sees him as a great leader of "the 

The narrator puts his college identity into his briefcase to->Jace." She doesn't see him as an individual. He has to leave 

gether with the ten letters of "introduction" and boards a bus her because she is smothering him with her love of "the race." 

bound for a new identity in New York. On the bus, much to his JHways in his mind are the questions "Who was I, how had I come to 

distress, he meets the shell-shoi:::ked "doctor" of the Golden Day ,Be?" Mary's silent pressure, combined with these questions, pushes 

episode. Again the boy is confronted with his invisibility but 'him out into the street. 

fails to see it. "You're hidden right out in the open--that is, 
you would be if you only realized it. They wouldn't see you be
cause they don't expect you to know anything, since they believe 
they've taken care of that." (137) 

The narrator walks the straets for several hours. In the 
course of his wanderings he comes upon the scene of an eviction. 

'•A crowd has gathered to watch. Everyone is indignant, but no one 
acts. The narrator's old love of making speeches combines with the 
~motions of the situation, and he jumps up on the steps to speak. 

Little by little, New York proves to be an enlightening ex-
perience. After nine unsuccessful attempts at jobs through his ,JJ]ie force of his words moves the crowd to action. As pol~cemen_ 

letters, the narrator arrives at Mr. Emerson's office. Mr. E er come, the non-hero runs, but this speech has already provided him 
. m - iwi th· a source for another identity. 

son's son reveals to him the true contents of the letters. They 
tell of his disgracing the college and specifically state that Brother Jack has been watching the narrator harangue the crowd. 

no help is to be given to him. This new treachery on the part of~ iepresenting an organization called the Brotherhood, Brother Jack 

Dr. Bledsoe disillusions our non-hero even more. He begins to sees potential in the young man. The need for money and the need 

see a little more: "Everyone seemed to have some plan for me and 'for an identity lead hiin to accept the opportunity proffered by 

beneath that some more secret plan." (170) For his race and for ~ 1~rother Jack. He is even_ given a new name by the organization. 

himself he thinks of killing Dr. Bledsoe. Only later. does he It is never disclosed because it is merely a name written on a 

develop an identity divorced from his race. ._piece of paper. 

. The young man throws himself whole-heartedly into his activi-

Mr. Emerson's son sends the narrator to Liberty ;,arnts wher 7 '(1:ies. -~e ch~fes ~ little under the rigid i~eological_system, but 

he get~ a j~b. Firs!, h~ encounter 7 Mr •. Kimbro ~ho /ee~s Am7ric~J.lle rationalizes it as necessary for effective operation. Even 

Pure With Li~ert~ Parnts !hrough his pride and J Of Op!ic Whi !e • /•when the Brotherhood decides that he is becoming too dangerous in 

The non-hero s first task is to doctor up some Optic White (which lttarlem and moves him downtown to lecture on women's rights, he 

is destin 7d ~or a i:iat~ona~ monument) by s~irring in ten drops of "iJccepts it. He doesn't know it, but they see in him the beginnings 

a black liquid until it disappears. By mistake he adds ten drops {of an individual. He doesn't realize that he ispotentially unsafe. 

of co~centrated remover. Unwittingly he has sabotaged the "nation He decides to consider the new appointment a challenge to be ac-

al whitewash." cepted and overcome. 
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Suddenly the narrator finds himself back in Harlem. He has *-struction of those who would destroy the principle of individ

become an outsider, but he sees an opportunity in Brother Clifto1{'i!lity. 
death to regain the people's confidence. He organizes a funeral • 
and involves the entire community. Again the Brotherhood tries tel 1' Invisible Man is written in Ellison's personal idiom of bur-

discipline him. He is called a "petty individualist." (437) _ 1esque, distortion and fantasy; it is highly imaginative and quite 

Brother Jack tells him "You were not hired to think." (361) "',;riealistic in effect. According to Robert Bone in his book 

,, ~ Negro Novel in America, this idiom enables Ellison to success-
Now the narrator reallr begins to se 7. H7 rea~izes that the ~lly provelus reality. Bone says, "Invisible Man, then, is a 

Brotherhood does not see him. He has no identity with them. He ..,.,.)tibborn affirmation of the worth and dignity of the individual 

is merely obeying authority. Jack is blind. He probably sees :n the face of forces which conspire to render him invisible." 
more through his glass eye than through his real one. He, too, .is 
blindly obeying authority. None of the brothers has an identity. t 
They are just names written on slips of paper. 

Again the narrator ends up on the streets. During his life \,1 
with the Brotherhood, he has had several conflicts with a radical 
Black Nationalist called Ras the Exhorter. Now he finds it neces~ • • 
sary to effect a disguise for safety. A pair of dark green sun
glasses and a broad-rimmed hat hide him from sight. 

Ironically, this attempt to hide his identity forces another f· ~ 

identity upon the non-hero. He looks like a certain Rinehart who 
seems to have the characteristics of a chameleon. He is a dif
ferent person for everyone he meets. Rinehart is a minister, a 
numbers runner, a gambler, a lover. Rinehart is a rounder. Our • 1 

non-hero begins to seethe absurdity of this world which accepts 
all the Rineharts and Dr. Bledsoes and Brother Jacks. He sees 
"whites escaping blackness and becoming blacker; blacks striving 
for whiteness and becoming duU gray." (45>9) 

The last experience before he takes up his life in the cellar .• • 
is a race riot analogous to the Harlem race riot of August, 1943. 

In the crush of men the narrator's sunglasses (which were in his 
briefcase) are broken. He is left without a disguise. First he . , 
is pursued by Ras. Having eluded him, he is th.en pursued by a ' f · 
group of young whites. In the darkness he cannot see where he is . 
running and falls into an open manhole. In order to find his way 
thr~ugh this new blackness, he is forced to burn all of the_ paper~, 
in his briefcase. His scholarship, his Brotherhood name, and all 
the other papers connecting him with his past experiences are ,, 
destroyed. 

In time sequence the prologue fits here. It is at this point~ • 
that the narrator establishes himself in the cellar with his 
1,369 light bulbs. After thinking about his identity and his in-
visibility, our non-hero now decides to take his grandfather's ,, 
advice and act. His hibernation underground has oeen a prepara
tion for action. He sees the "possibility that even an invisible X 
man has a socially responsible role to play." (303) He is making ( • 
plans and looking forward to coming out of his cellar. He is " 1 1 . 

going to affirm the principle. His knowledge of his invisibility j 
frees him from the necessity for running. He has destroyed the 
briefcase and all of its "identities." He is free to aid in the 
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